
Our Experiences from
Making the Rocket until the Launch.

In this oppurtunity we were given a task by our teacher, Mr. Nursyamsudin to made a water
rocket. Before this none of us have made a water rocket. And because of that, we were
inisiatived to ask Anthony’s group to made the water rocket together at Ratu’s place right
after the physics remedial.

First day of making the rocket. It was right after the remedial, we went to Ratu’s place wich
is located on Komplek DPR2. While Ratu was waiting at her house, Fildzah was on her way
by a motorcycle, meanwhile Yashka and Anin went there by a 91 metromini. Although we
had lost for a while, we finally reached Ratu’s place safely afterall.

When we’d gathered, we were was confused about where to begin. Even though we had
many references, we didn’t really understand on how to applicate it. Luckily, Anthony’s
group was kindly to help us. After that Ratu accompanied by Anthony went out to buy the
materials. But just after they reached home, she forgot to buy the soda bottle. Finally Ratu
and Fildzah went back to buy it, meanwhile Yashka and Anin was at home trying to connect
the pipes into the rocket launchers.

After Ratu and Fildzah arrived, we emptied the bottle of soda that we bought and drank it
until our stomach was fully filled. But it seems like the bad luck was on our side, the bottle
mouth wich was super expensive, turned out to be too small for the pipes. We couldn’t put
the bottle on. So we tried to burn it in the hope that the bottle mouth would be bigger, but
instead it melted. So then we found ourselves looking for the right bottle that would fit in
until we found out that the mouth of the Aqua bottle was fit in withe pipe. And thank God
we could finally began to make the rocker laucher.

Then, we had to tighten up the bottle mouth with pipe so that the water wouldn’t spill after
we turn it upside down. We tighten it with a glue glass then covered it with duck tape until
the diameter became bigger. But then again bad luck came to us, the pipe diameter was too
big that the bottle couldn’t get in. So we decided open the duck tape and scraped the glue
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glass by a cutter little by little and after that we covered it back with the duck tape. After all
the efforts we’ve done, Alhamdulillah the bottle mouth could fit in the pipe.

Next, we were going to make the first lock that was used to hold the
rocket so it wouldn’t fly right after we pumped it. For the first lock we
used zip ties that we had adjust the lenght and covered it up with a duck
tape. Then we arranged the zip ties all around the pipe and tighten in
with a ring.

After that, we made the second lock with a bigger and thicker pipe. First of all we made a
hole at the pipe with a nail and hammer for the entrance of the rope. But because the pipe
was too long, we cutted it off with a saw. However, because all of our group members were
girls we decided to asked for Rakyan’s favor. Then Rakyan accompanied by Ratu cut the pipe
off outside the house. But Rakyan couldn’t help himself but screamed like a four year old
boy as if his finger was cutted. It was a hilarious moment. Next we created a buffer for the
big pipe from a used soda bottle that had been cut off. The locks were finally done. After
that we put on the big pipe above the zip ties and the rope on the big pipe so that it could
be pull by the time the rocket was launch. And then finally, the rocket launch equipment
was completely made.

Because we get exhausted and feel tired, we all took a rest while eating vermicelli and drank
the rest of the soda. It was 3pm, and we went straight home to prepare for the remedial
tomorrow. Day ofmaking the rocket

Second day of making the rocket. We just finished our remedial, except for Filzdah because
she got a good score. In this second day we intend to try our rocket at Ratu’s home . Yashka
and Ratu were on their way to Ratu’s home, when anin returned to her home to grab some
bottles and borrowed a bicycle pump from Aziz,

As we arrived there, our group and Anthony’s group
decided to do the launch at the rooftop. After we reached
the rooftop, we couldn’t help but so excited to try.
Anthony’s group got the first turn to try, he then filled the
bottle by water and started to pump. The rocket slided
and successfully reached approximately the school’s third
floor. By the time the rocket was flying, we were so
amazed at the moment, we couldn’t wait any longer to try
our own rocket. We then rushed to fill the bottle with
water then put it into the pipe. Anin pumped the rocket
and wushh! Alhamdulillah it flied, but not high enough.
We checked if there’s something wrong with the pipes,
we realized that the pipes weren’t tight enough. So we
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glued them.

Pak Nursyam once told us that the rocket should be fly more than the school’s fourth floor.
Remembering that, we tried to launch the rocket again but this time from the house’s park.
We thought that it might be easier to measure the height. At our second attempt at the
ground, suddenly came a bunch of kids peeking from the fence’s gap. We invited them to
came in so they could see the launch. They looked far more excited than we were, they also
returned the bottle that we thought we’d lost it at the first attempt. We really happy and
grateful to them. When we asked why they could come here, they said they wanted to know
and see what was flying back then from the rooftop. Like us, when we launched the rocket
they stunned there and it made us smile. We didn’t forget to say to go to SMAN 78 when
they are big. After we did a couple attempts, we thought that it was enough. Beside we ran
out of bottle that flew out of nowhere. But however those kids remained to say “more!

more!!!!”.

Rocket’s decoration. The launcher device was ready to use, but however the rocket still
looked unattractive anyway if it remains plain. So we decided to decorate it (yippie!). After
the schools had finished, more precisely on Friday, March 22nd 2013, we gathered at 305
then started to decorate. First Fildzah  connected two bottles as a rocket, we used the edge
of the bottle that is tapper, then put it in together with nestle bottle. After we cutted it, we
put some gravels in it as a ballast that we’ve picked before near the Mushalla. Yashka then
sticked two pictures of Superman at both side assuming that the flying rocket is a
Superman.

The rocket’s launch day. It was Tuesday, March 26th 2013. It was the day of the
experiment. The rocket is done decorated. At our last lesson, wich was physics, Mr.
Nursyam asked us to go downstairs to the field and prepare the rocket. We rushed to grab
our rocket from the lab. After we felt that we’ve ready, Mr. Nursyam told us to do three
times attempts. First attempt, we used a quarter water on the bottle. When we were about



to launch, none of us were strong enough to pump. So we asked Rakyan to pump. Seconds
when Rakyan pumped our rocket, we were so terrify that the rocket wouldn’t fly high. But
then in just a moment our rocket flew and we stunned, again. Even though it landed
unstable and a little shaking because we didn’t use wings. We didn’t know exactly how high
it is, but we think that it reached about the third floor.

At our second attempt, we used a two-third high of water. We stillk asked for Rakyan’s favor
to pump (thank you rakyan!). Our rocket flew, for about fourth floor hight we think. For our
last attempt, we used a half water on the bottle. Rakyan stills loyal to help us pumped. And
in just a moment wush! Our rocket flew beyond the fourth floor. We were so happy until we
realized that our fight wasn’t finished yet. We had to answer Mr Nursyam questions. When
we approached Mr. Nursyam, we thought that he would ask us so many difficult questions,
but he didn’t. He just asked us about the fly concept of the rocket, how relieved are we.
Alhamdulillah, we could answer the question. After we finished our fight, we captured the
moment by taking lots of photos either alone or together with our beloved rocket 


